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1 IntrodutionThe traditional wisdom in syntax is that sentenes should be analyzed in terms of hierarhial struture.However, there are suh data whose aeptability patterns an only be aptured in terms of linear order,not in terms of on�guration.We argue that the data in question all follow a general pattern, whih we attempt to aounts foruniformaly by proposing a memory-based proesing model. We will demostrate how our model aountfor the (un)aeptability of those examples that are problemati for on�guration-based analyses.2 Data and Problems2.1 BakgroundKaplan and Bresnan (1982), Bresnan (2000) and Falk (2001) observed that topialization alters theaeptability of the sentene, a paradoxial observation for movement-based aounts.(1) a. *Ken was thinking about [that he was wrong℄.b. [That he was wrong℄ Ken was thinking about.Observationally, (1a) is ungrammatial beause the subordinate lause that he was wrong is the omple-ment of the preposition about .1 They analyzed this ontrast in terms of grammatial funtions, withinthe non-derivational LFG framework.In LFG, a that-lause is mapped to a disoure funtion suh as top by Lexial Mapping Theory (LMT)and its hierarhial position is determined by PS-rule. On the other hand, an objet NP is mapped tothe fution obj. In the LFG aount, (1a) is ungrammatial beause that-lause annot be realized asobj. Therefore, the value of the obj is null, whih violates \ompleteness ondition", whih is one of thethree onditions that an f-struture is required to meet. On the other hand, (1b) is grammatial beausethe value of top and that of obj are o-shared by \funtional unertainty".*266664PRED `think ofh(" SUBJ)(" OBJofOBJ)i'SUBJ �PRED `John'�TENSE PASTOBLof �PCASE OBLofOBJ � 377775 2666666666666664

TOP 26664PRED `beh(" SUBJ)(" OBJ)i'SUBJ �PRED `he'�OBJ �PRED `stupid'�TENSE PAST 37775PRED `think ofh(" SUBJ)(" OBJofOBJ)i'SUBJ �PRED `John'�TENSE PASTOBLof �PCASE OBLofOBJ �
3777777777777775Figure 1: The f-strutures of (1a, left) and (1b ,right)Indeed, the above LFG aounts suessfully deal with the ontrast in (1). However, does this aountextend to other seemingly similar examples?1It is adjaent to the head. Lexially, prepositions annot take a that-lause omplement.



2.2 Data and ProblemsThe above LFG analysis fails in prediting the (un)aeptabilites of the following examples:(2) a.*Ken was thinking about [that he was wrong℄ and [his girlfriend℄.b. Ken was thinking about [his girlfriend℄ and [that he was wrong℄.(2) di�ers only in the order of the omplement onjunts. Given that the f-strutures of the onjunt areintegrated as a set (Kaplan 1995, Falk 2001), the order of the onjunts should not a�et the resultingf-strutures. In this ase, the f-struture of (2a) and that of (2b) are the same.Thus the defet of the LFG aounts is that no attention is paid to the order of the onjunts. Thistheoretial observation leads us to suspet that the data in question should be aounted for in terms oflinear order, rather than further re�nements of f-struture mahineries.The following Right Node Raising examples also exhibit a similar linear order e�et.(3) a.*John denied, but Ken agreed with [that Mike was wrong℄.b. Ken agreed with, but John denied [that Mike was wrong℄.In (3), what a�ets the aeptability is the order of the inomplete onjunts: John denied and Kenagreed with. (3a) is ungrammatial beause with takes a that-lause as its omplement instead of an NP.However, in spite of the fat that the head-omplement relation is the same as (3a), (3b) is aeptable.2.3 An Observational GeneralizationWhat we an observe from (1) to (3) an be summarized as an informal generalization (4):(4) The Linear Order E�et:The syntati requirement imposed by the head on an argument is e�etive only to theextent that the argument is near enough to the head in linear order.As far as the examples dealt with here are onerned, we an safely assume that \near enough" amountsto adjaeny.2 (1b) is adjaent to the head and hene is aeptable sine the head about is not adjaentto its topialized argument and therefore, the head fails to exert its syntati onstraints on that he waswrong. However, the argument in (1a) is required to fully obey the onstraints imposed by the head,resulting in unaeptability.Likewise, in (3b), although that Mike was wrong is the argument of both with and denied, the headwhih is adjaent to the argument is the latter, and therefore the onstraints imposed by the former donot have to be obeyed by the that-lause.This generalization is strongly supported by the observation that insertion of a modi�er phrase or apause between the head and the argument ontributes to aeptability.(5) a.*Ken was thinking about [that he was wrong℄. (=1a)b.?Ken was thinking about (PAUSE) [that he was wrong℄.. Ken was thinking about, by the way, [that he was wrong℄.These ontrasts an only be aptured in terms of passage of time, ratherthan grammar.Johannessen (1994) proposed a GB/MP analysis for the asymmetri agreement in oordination. In Jo-hannessen's analysis, oordinated phrase is assumed to be a maximal projetion headed by a onjuntionsuh as and or or, and the head and its spei�er agree. Thus, in omplement oordination, espeially inthe head initial language, the seletional head always agrees with the �srt onjunt, i.e. the onstraintsimposed by the head seleting the oordinated phrase is exerted on the maximal projetion, in whihthe head agrees with the �rst onjunt. This analysis predits di�erent pattern from our observationbeause in our model, the nearer onjunt agrees with the seleting head. For example, in the subjetoordination, Johannessen's analysis predits that the main verb agrees with the �rst onjunt. On theother hand, our observation, it is the nearset onjunt to the verb that the head agrees with. Also,Johannessen's analysis does not deal with the phenomena that a insertion or passage of time inreasesaeptabilities suh as (5).2The notion of \near enough" needs to be re�ned when the overage of the analysis is broadended so as toinlude those ases where a single head takes more than one omplement.



3 The Memory-based ModelThe ontrasts in (5) also suggest that the observation in question should be aounted for not in termsof a adjaeny-based grammatial mehanism but rather in terms of real-time proessing. In this setionwe attempt to theoretially explain the observational generalization in terms of real-time proessing.3.1 The General IdeaWe assume that syntati information is expelled one the meaning of the sentene is obtained.The intuitions behind this assumption are (i) that syntati information is neessary only in as muhas it helps reonstrut the semanti ontent of the sentene, and (ii) the apaity of working memory isseverely limited. If syntati information is stored in working memory, then, we are naturally lead toexpet that syntati information is expelled from, or deativated at, working memory as soon as it hasplayed the role of ontributing to the reonstrution of the semanti ontent.Experimentally, Sturt and Lombardo (2005) have experimentally shown that, when dealing with aonstituent oordination struture with two onjunts, the human parser initially onstruts initially astruture ontaining only the �rst onjunt before reading the onjuntion (and) and the seond onjunt;the struture is subsequently modi�ed into a oordinate struture when the onjuntion and the seondonjunt are enountered. This result is not against our intuition (i) that the reonstrution of a syntatistruture oures only when it helps to onstrut the semanti ontent.On the other hand, it is known that the reonstrution of the head-omplement relation is more ostlythan simply replaing the ategory of the argument (f. intransitive verbs vs. transitive verbs; Sturt,Pikering and Croker, 1999). This result also is not against to our intuition (ii) that syntati informationis expelled as the semanti ontent of a sentene is obtained sine the working memory is severly limited.3.2 The Memory-based ModelFrom the observed generalization and the general idea mentioned in the previous subsetion, we proposethe Memory-based model:(6) The Memory-based Model:Syntati information 3 is expelled or deayed as soon as the semanti prediate-argumentstruture is assumed to have been onstruted or time passes by.When the proessor takes in a word, it onstruts a tree for the input, and as the tree is suessfullyonstruted, the proessor predits the forthoming input on the look-ahead basis and expands the tree.When the inputed word is a head, the proessor immediately onstruts its omplement node on alook-ahead basis and imposes various syntati/semanti onstraints on the omplement, whih has notbeen atually enountered yet. If the phrases with expeted part-of-speeh information appears and theprediate-argument ontent is ompleted, then the whole syntati information of the sentene is expelledand only the semanti struture is left.Figure 2 shows how the string \ The boy kissed the girl" is proessed. As the parser enounters adeterminer the, the loal NP (NP1) node is onstruted on the look-ahead basis and stored in workingmemory. Note that the syntati information kept in working memory is gradually deativated as timepasses by. (In �gure 2, the deativated information by time is braketed.) Next, as the V is enountered,the proessor onstruts a VP node, together with a omplement node (NP2). The omplement is requiredto fully obey the onstraints imposed by the head.S: The Boy kissed the girl.1 2 3 4 5input the boy kissed the girllook-ahead part of NP1 VP NP2 part of NP2 -working memory NP1 NP1 VP VP, NP2 VP, NP2deativated - (NP1) (NP1) (NP1) NP1, VPFigure 2: The proessing of the sentene \The boy kissed the girl"3By \syntati information" we mean part-of-speeh and agreement information; we remain neutral as towhether onstituent struture is retained in working memory.



Let us now turn to the ase of omlement oordination. Upon enountering the head, the parseronstruts the omplement node, on whih the head imposes various onstraints. When the parser isfed with the �rst onjunt, whih satis�es the onstraints, the syntati information is expelled sine theparser assumes that prediate-argument struture is ompleted. However, as a onjuntion suh as \and"is inputed, the parser has to modify the omplement tree, so as to dominate a newly onstruted nodefor the seond onjunt. When the seond onjunt is atually inputed, the onstraints imposed by thehead have already lost their e�ets. Therefore, the sentene is aeptable even if the seond onjuntfails to obey the syntati onstraints imposed by the head, provided that the semanti onstraints areall satis�ed. This proessing is illustrated in Figure 3.TREE XPX �LOOK-AHEAD XPWOKING MEMORY XPPRED-ARG STRUC omplete �!and is enountered
TREE XPX �� and LOOK-AHEAD �WORKING MEMORYPRED-ARG STRUC imompleteFigure 3: The initial partial tree and the reonstruted partial treeNote that in \pred-arg stru"olumn, parser assumes that the prediate-argument struture isompleted in left hand sine the onjunt and is not enountered yet. On the other hand, in the righthand, beause the seond onjunt is not enountered yet, the prediate-argument struture is inomplete.4 DemonstrationsIn this setion, we will demonstrate how the examples (1){(5) are predited in terms of our memory-basedmodel.4.1 TopializationIn our model, (1a) is unaeptable beause the syntati onstraints imposed by the head about isinompatible with the that-lause omplement.On the other hand, in (1b), the subordinate lause is not adjaent to the head in (1b). In our model,although the syntati information of the topialized phrase is initially stored in working memory, it hasbeen deayed enough by the time when the parser enounters the preposition, whih should have imposedsyntati onstraints on it. Thus the inompatibility between the head's requirement and the syntatiategory of the omplement does not make the sentene unaeptable. Figure 4 shows how the (1b) isproessed. input that he was wrong ... abouttree Sthat-lauseThat he was wrong� ... Sthat-lauseThat he was wrong SNPKen VPVPwas thinking Paboutinformation ofthat-lauseis deativatedFigure 4: The proessing of (1b)



4.2 Complement CoordinationSimilarly, in (2a), the that-lause is the �rst onjunt and adjaent to the seleting head about ; thesyntati onstraints fully exert their fore on the that-lause. However, in (2b), the that-lause is notadjaent to about , and the onjunt adjaent to it obeys the part-of-speeh requirement imposed bythe preposition. When this �rst onjunt is enountered, the parser (wrongly) assumes that the head-omplement ombination is omplete, as in the tree on the lefthand side of Figure 3. As a result, thepart of speeh information on the ompelment node is expelled from working memory. Thus, by the timethe seond onjunt in (2b) is enountered, the part of speeh requirement imposed by about has alreadylost its fore, hene the aeptability of (2b). In short, examples in whih the �rst onjut is NP (2b) isaeptable and ones in whih the �rst onjunt is not an NP (2a) is unaeptable. Figure 5 shows theproessing of (2b).input about his girlfriend and that ...tree PPPabout NP PPPabout NPhis girlfriend PPPabout �NPhis girlfriendand � PPPabout �NPhis girlfriendand that-lausethat ...onstraints areimposed on NP information ofthat-lauseis deativated syntati informationis expelled syntati informationis expelledFigure 5: The proessing of (2b)4.3 InsertionIn our model, the ontrasts in (5a-) are due to the presene of a time interval between the head and theomplement (the pause in (5b) and the inserted adjunt in (5) ). The di�erene between (5b) and (5)is probably due to the proessing omplexity of an inserted overt phrase. An inserted phrase onsumesproessing resoures more than a mere pause, a natural assumption given the nature of working memory.Sine the syntati onstraints are more deativated as the inserted phrase is proessed than when thepause is inserted, the aeptability of (5) is better than (5b).4.4 Right Node Raising (RNR)In our model the Right Node Raising examples in whih the linear order seems to a�et their aeptabilitystatus are aounted for as follows: In (3a), about and the \raised" phrase that Mike was wrong areadjaent, while in (3b), they are not. In our model, the onstraints imposed by the head are loosened ordeativated as time passes by. Moreover, sine the fores of onstraints imposed by the �rst onjuntsin eah sentene are more deativated than those of the seond onjunt; it is the seond onjunt thatontains the head seleting, and adjaent to, the raised omplement; the syntati onstraints of the �rstonjunts in eah sentene are lost by the time when the parser enounters the raised omplement, andthe onstraints imposed by the seond onjunt have to be fully obeyed. Therefore, (3a) is unaeptablewhile (3b) is aeptable.5 Remaining ProblemsThere are some examples that remain unaounted for at present. First, in (2), if the �rst onjunt issubstituted with a pronoun, the result turns out to be unaeptable:(7) a. Ken was thinking about [his girlfriend℄ and [that he was wrong℄. (=2b)b.*Ken was thinking about fme/her/himself/itg and [that he was wrong℄..*Ken was thinking about fme/her/himself/itg, whih I an hardly blame him for, and [that hewas wrong℄.



Also, (7) indiates that even insertion of a relative lause between the �rst onjunt and seond onjuntdoes not inrease the aeptability. Currently, our model wrongly predits that both (7b-) should beaeptable. Note that, as seen in (7), onsuming proessing resoures of working memory with an overtomplex pharase (a non-restritive relative lause in this ase) does not help. At present we do not knowwhy using pronouns, reexive or not, makes suh a big di�erene.We have to re�ne how the deativation or expell from working memory oures to aount for thise�et in the future. Also, to verify whether our model is on a right trak is a task for the future. We areplanning a psyologial experiment. However, what kind of experiment is e�etive is under disussion .ReferenesBresnan, Joan. 2000. Lexial-funtional Syntax . Oxford: Blakwell.Falk, Yehuda N. 2001. Lexial-Funtional Grammar: An Introdution to Parallel Constraint-Based Syn-tax . Stanford: CSLI Publiations.Johannessen, Jonne B. 1998. Coordination. Oxford: Oxford University Press.Kaplan, Ronald M., and Joan Bresnan. 1982. Lexial-Funtional Grammar: A Formal System for Gram-matial Representation. The Mental Representation of Grammatial Relations , ed. Joan Bresnan, 173{281. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.Kaplan, Ronald M., and Annie Zaenan 1989. Long-Distane Dependenies, Constituent Struture, andFuntional Unertainty. Alternative Coneption of Phrase Struture , ed. Mark R. Bartin and AnthonyS. Kroh, 17{42, Chiago: University of Chiago Press.Kaplan, Ronald M. 1995. The Formal Arhiteture of Lexial-Funtional Grammar. Formal Issues inLexial-Funtional Grammar, eds. Mary Dalrymple, Ronald M. Kaplan, John T. Maxwell and AnnieZaenen. 7{27. Standord: CSLI Publiation.Sturt, Patrik, Martin J. Pikering and Matthew W. Croker. 1999. Strutual Change and ReanalysisDiÆulty in Langage Comprehension. Journal of Memory and Language 40, 136{150.Sturt, Patrik and Vinenzo Lombardo. 2005. Proessing Coordinated Strutures: Inrementality andConnetedness. Cognitive Siene 29(2), 291{305.Takahashi, Kei and Kiyoshi Ishikawa. 2004. An Adjaey Constraint on Argument Seletion. Language,Information and Computation: Proeedings of the 18th Pai� Asia Conferene. ed. Hiroshi Masuihi,Tomoko Ohkuma, Kiyoshi Ishikawa, Yasunari Harada, and Kei Yoshimoto. 23{34. Tokyo: The Logio-Linguisti Soiety of Japan.


